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The sleek look of automotive lines, combined with the ambient created by stone-like furniture 
pieces and the attention to music, creates an unshakable influence of the bold masculine energy 
forever engraved into the resident’s memories, reminiscent of the taste of strong brandy and the 

smell of cigarettes on a cold winter night.



This flat’s concept is based on the spirit that the city of Vienna has been carrying through 
centuries. It is a place of strong culture and beauty, of great musicians and harmony. It’s 
where classic values clash with modernism creating the most outstanding outcomes, one of 
which is  The Vienna Flat, gilded and furnished in the same essence.



The stonewalls of this flat give off masculine energy, with bold, harsh lines and the colour 
black, making it seem as though it is situated in the inside of a cliff and carving excitement 
into the otherwise clasically luxurious interior.,The lustrous marble floors compliment the 
edgy, darker sides of the spaces and create contrasting balance, as well as a juncture 
between the solid and the smooth materials.

The musical component is captured and expressed through the Symphony luxury speakers 
that are a product of a partnership with Luxury Sound, an award-winning company, 
whose speakers are globally recognized as the best on a worldwide level. The symbiosis of 



this collaboration is reflected in the premium audio and aesthetics of the Symphony 
console speaker, luxury, and practicality merging to form a harmony. The speakers are 
placed along the stone walls, eccentuating nature’s charm with enchanting sounds.

The oval and oblong shapes, which can mostly be 
seen in the mirror designs in the kitchen, are 
used to soften the space and create a relaxing 
atmosphere. The kitchen, as well as the rest of 
the flat, is petite by nature, but it manipulates the 
spatial proportions to its advantage, the bar 
being a perfectly integrated element and 
representing the heart of the flat. The bar 
highlights the masculine energy with its sharp 
stone features and muted colours of the grey 
kitchen island. It’s the ideal place to sip liquor 
and enjoy the display of quality selected textures, 
materials and furniture. Apart from it’s 
aesthetics, the kitchen holds value in its 
practicality as seen in the usage of space and 
elements arranged on both sides of the island.

The living room is enriched with spiritual tranquility of the incorporated zen garden. It is 
an airy space exuding leisure and comforting sounds of the water curtain wall, enabling 
the resident piece of mind. The space beautified by Covet Group chairs is made for an 
intimate night drinking, for romantic music and a glass of red wine. The lines of the space 
create a pleasure to sight and touch that melts into the peaceful notes pervading the rooms. 
The classical elements are best noticed in the simplicity of the bedroom, connected the 
bathroom with an enthralling atmosphere. 



The bathroom is adorned in oval shapes of the bathtub and golden details, such as the 
chandelier, contrasting the dark background and complementing the Symphony console 
speaker. It captures the essence of The Vienna Flat and puts into harmony the musical, 
aesthetical, and practical elements forming into a perfectly orchestrated unity of pleasures 
to the senses.
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